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 45 revolver; Muscle up with The Hammer; Catch stiffs as you interrogate suspects at the high-tech P.I.T.R.Y. Station; Get silly
with the rubber hand and the Slap-Chop Katana; Do the villainous Squid-Ripper.Skin: The game is mostly tan with a few minor
scars. The hood on the jacket is removable.Facial Hair: Tony has a heavy beard, mustache, and two nose rings.Hair: Tony has
hair to his shoulders, but it's mostly a beard.Eye: Tony has brown eyes.Eyes: Tony's eyes are slightly cross-eyed.Characteristic
Scars: One scar appears on his chest.Characteristic Markings: Tony has the word "Scarface" tattooed on his arm.Q: Handling

"Could not load file or assembly" exception when trying to run a class library I have a project A that I have used for years. Now
I have created a new class library project B. I want to use project B as a dependency of project A. When I try to run project A
from within visual studio 2017 I get a "Could not load file or assembly 'projectB' or one of its dependencies" error. If I now

move project B to a folder on the project A hard disk I can then run project A. I am using project B to access a SQL server in
project A. Is there a way to make project B be a dependency of project A without having to copy project B to the hard disk.

Thank you, Sam A: Ok, so I found a solution. I used the method in the answer to the question I posted below. The method in the
question will not work if your solution already contains a project named projectB. I added a new project named projectB to the

solution. In this new project (projectB) I added a reference to projectA. I now have a working solution. using System; using
Server; using Server.Items; using Server.Mobiles; using Server.Multis; using Server.Targeting; namespace Server.Engines.Quests
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